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Chapter 1

Chapter 1
Reactive oxygen species as double‐edged sword
Oxidative stress occurs when there is an imbalance between the production of
reactive oxygen species (ROS) and their detoxification by antioxidants. During
lifetime, cells are challenged by various levels of oxidative stress, depending on
the cell type and cellular location. Mitochondria and immune cells, mainly
neutrophils and macrophages, are two important sources of endogenous ROS
production. In the mitochondria, during oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS)
some electrons will leak out of the electron transport chain and can react with
oxygen molecules to generate the superoxide anion (O2•‐) (1). O2•‐ can further
react to hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), and if these primary ROS are not neutralized
by antioxidants, both these free radicals together can, via the iron‐catalyzed
Fenton reaction, be transformed to the most reactive radical among all ROS
(secondary ROS): the hydroxyl radical (OH•) (2).
ROS are not only a harmful side‐product of energy production; specifically
the less reactive primary ROS can also be beneficial, for example as intracellular
signaling molecules or in ROS‐mediated host defense for the elimination of
pathogens (3). However, the long‐term presence of immune cells at the site of
chronic inflammation can, by the presence of chronic oxidative stress, contribute
to the pathophysiology of many different diseases (4). In addition to
endogenously produced ROS, also several exogenous sources, including UV‐light
and cigarette smoke, can contribute to the accumulation of ROS within cells (5, 6).
All these sources together will lead to accumulation of ROS which if not
neutralized, will result in oxidative stress. Excessive ROS levels can disturb redox
signaling and damage the proteins, lipids and DNA (Fig. 1). As such, disturbed
redox signaling and ROS‐induced damage contributes to aging and is involved in a
wide variety of diseases, including Alzheimer’s disease, atherosclerosis and cancer
(Reviewed in (7, 8)).
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Figure 1 (see previous page). The redox balance. The balance between the production of
ROS (by endogenous and exogenous sources) and their detoxification by (enzymatic and
non‐enzymatic) antioxidants determines the cellular outcome; slightly increased ROS
levels may play a role in signal transduction and immunological defense systems, whereas
excessive ROS production can damage all kinds of biomolecules.

Cellular defense mechanisms against excessive ROS
To protect itself against the damaging effects of ROS, the cell possesses the
antioxidant defense system and DNA damage repair enzymes. Antioxidants
remove ROS by being oxidized themselves, and thereby prevent ROS‐induced
oxidation to biomolecules. The antioxidants can be classified in the enzymatic, e.g.
superoxide dismutase and catalase, and non‐enzymatic, e.g. glutathione (GSH)
and vitamin C, antioxidants (Fig. 1).
When the antioxidant defense system provides insufficient protection,
DNA damage repair, of which base‐excision repair (BER) is the most important one
(9), and endoplasmatic reticulum unfolded protein responses (10) will be
activated as second layer of protection for repair of oxidative DNA lesions and
removal of misfolded/oxidized proteins, respectively.
Nrf2, the master redox switch
The transcription factor Nrf2 (nuclear factor, erythroid 2‐like 2; Nfe2l2) is one of
the main regulators of these above mentioned cellular defense mechanisms
against oxidative and xenobiotic stress (11). Under physiological conditions, Nrf2
is present in the cytoplasm where it is bound by Keap1. Keap1 forms a complex
with Cul3 and Rbx1, and this E3 ubiquitin ligase complex is able to ubiquitinate
Nrf2, resulting in Nrf2 being targeted to the proteasomes for degradation. When
oxidative stress is present within the cell, the cysteine residues of Keap1 become
oxidized, resulting in a conformational change of the Keap1‐Nrf2 complex which
prevents Keap1 to ubiquitinate Nrf2 (12, 13). As a result, newly formed Nrf2 will
not form a complex with Keap1 and is able to translocate to the nucleus and bind,
together with small Maf proteins (14), to antioxidant response elements (AREs)
resulting in the transcription of its downstream target genes, which include
antioxidant and DNA repair genes (15).
Oxidative stress and cancer
Several lines of evidence point toward a role for ROS during carcinogenesis. In
almost all cancers elevated ROS levels, as indicated by increased oxidative DNA
damage and lipid peroxidation, and decreased plasma antioxidant levels have
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been observed (16‐18). In addition, oxidative stress levels have been correlated to
chemotherapy resistance (19, 20). It has also been directly shown that ROS
exposure can both initiate (21, 22) and progress (23) cancer. Many mechanisms of
action of ROS causing cancer have been investigated, among which the
accumulation of ROS‐induced DNA mutations.
Mitochondrial oxidative damage as contributor to aging and age‐related
diseases, including cancer?
With increasing age and in many diseases, including cancer, the number of cells
harboring dysfunctional mitochondria and the number of mitochondria containing
deletions or mutations in their mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) is increasing (24‐26).
Moreover, previously, ROS were thought to be especially harmful to the mtDNA,
as it was thought to be “naked” and lack DNA repair pathways, and therefore,
extra vulnerable to the ROS produced in the mitochondria during OXPHOS. This all
together lead to Harman’s free radical theory of aging, in which it was proposed
that ROS, mainly generated by the mitochondria (mtROS), could be the cause for
the cellular damage accumulated during aging and age‐associated diseases (27). In
later years, the theory further evolved into the “Vicious cycle” theory, in which it
was proposed that mtROS induces mtDNA mutations that in their turn result in
dysfunctional OXPHOS, resulting in even higher mtROS production (28). However,
now we know that mtDNA is less “naked” and less vulnerable to oxidative damage
than previously thought; despite lacking histone proteins, the mtDNA is
compacted in DNA‐protein complexes, the so‐called nucleoids (29). Moreover, in
recent years, evidence accumulated that challenges previous theories; despite
increased levels of mtDNA mutations during aging, these mutations
predominantly consist of transition mutations (A to G or C to T point mutations)
and these show a clear strand orientation bias (24, 26). In contrast, oxidative DNA
damage mainly induces transversion mutations (G to T). In addition, no increase in
mtDNA mutations is observed in a MYH‐/‐ /OGG1‐/‐ double knockout mouse model,
which does not express the two major enzymes responsible for repairing 8‐oxo‐dG
(30).
Based on these findings, clearly it is not oxidative stress that accounts for
the somatic mtDNA mutation burden associated with aging. Instead, this strand
orientation bias might suggest that there is a difference in mutagenesis sensitivity
between both strands. This putative difference might be the result of the way
mtDNA replicates; according to the strand‐displacement model of mtDNA
replication, the template for the L‐strand is transiently single‐stranded, and
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therefore more sensitive to DNA damage than the template for the H‐strand (31).
Based on these thoughts, errors in the repair of these mutations by mitochondrial
DNA polymerase γ are now expected to be the cause of the age‐associated
accumulation of mtDNA mutations (24‐26).
Interestingly, despite the fact that in vivo levels of oxidative damage to
mtDNA may not be of great consequence to the individual, it is found that
overexpression of a mitochondrially targeted catalase, but not a peroxisomal or
nuclear targeted variant, extends lifespan and general health in mice (32, 33). In
addition, in worms only knockdown of a mitochondrial superoxide dismutase
could extend lifespan, whereas the cytoplasmic variant even reduced lifespan
(34). These studies give us an indication that either mitochondrial components
other than the mtDNA sequence, such as mitochondrial epigenetics, or
mitochondrial components involved in signaling cascades outside the
mitochondria, such as the mitochondrial‐nuclear communication, are the actual
targets of oxidative damage/signaling.
The involvement of epigenetics in ROS‐induced diseases such as cancer
In addition to DNA mutations, a broad spectrum of diseases, including cancer, is
known to be associated with changes in the epigenetic landscape. The epigenetic
landscape harbors an additional layer of reversible, heritable information on top
of the DNA sequence that affects genomic function, which includes: (1) DNA
methylation, (2) post‐transcriptional modifications of histone proteins and (3)
non‐coding RNAs (35). The latter will not be discussed.
DNA methylation, the addition of a methyl group to the C5 position of a
cytosine (5mC), takes mainly place in the context of a cytosine followed by a
guanine (CpG). However, also non‐CpG methylation can occur albeit at much
lower levels and especially in certain cell types, such as embryonic stem cells (36).
The location of DNA methylation determines its outcome. In order to affect gene
expression, DNA methylation often occurs in clusters of CpGs, called CpG islands,
near the transcription start site in gene promoter areas (35). DNA
methyltransferases (DNMT1, DNMT3A and DNMT3B) are the enzymes that
transfer a methyl group to the DNA (37), as opposed to the Ten‐eleven
Translocation (TET) 1‐3 enzymes that actively initiate removal of this methyl group
via sequential hydroxylation reactions. These reactions give rise to the formation
of 5‐hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC), then 5‐formylcytosine (5fC), and finally 5‐
carboxylcytosine (5caC) (38). Subsequently, conversion to an unmodified C can
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occur either via passive (DNA‐replication induced) dilution or excision of the
modified C by DNA repair enzymes, such as thymine‐DNA glycosylase (TDG) (39).
The nuclear DNA is packed around histone proteins. Especially, the tails of
these histones are subject to extensive post‐transcriptional modifications, such as
methylation, acetylation and phosphorylation. As a result, the packaging of the
histones is modified, causing the chromatin to be in either a closed or a more
open state. In this manner, post‐transcriptional modifications of histone proteins
can regulate and coordinate transcription, DNA repair, and DNA replication (40).
Altered histone modifications, global DNA demethylation and locus‐
specific DNA hypermethylation, mainly in CpG islands near gene promoters, are
prominent features linked to carcinogenesis (40, 41). The contribution of ROS
herein is less well‐established, but several examples indicate that this mechanism
might also be important during carcinogenesis (42‐44).
Mitochondrial epigenetics, an unknown factor involved in ROS‐induced
diseases?
Besides having an effect on nuclear epigenetics, ROS might also act on the
mitochondrial epigenetic landscape. All human nucleated cells contain
mitochondria, varying from several hundreds to thousands, depending on the
energy requirement of the tissue. Each mitochondrion contains about 1‐10 copies
of mtDNA (29, 45, 46). The mtDNA is quite different from the nuclear DNA (nDNA)
(Table 1), which, according to the endosymbiotic theory, can be explained by the
fact that mitochondria evolved from alphaproteobacterium that were engulfed by
eukaryotic cells (47).
In humans, the mtDNA is a 16,569 bp circular double‐stranded DNA
molecule that encodes for only 37 genes: 13 protein‐coding genes, 2 ribosomal
RNAs (rRNAs) and 22 transfer RNAs (tRNAs) (48) (Fig. 2). The rRNAs and tRNAs are
involved in translation of these 13 protein‐coding genes. Combined with over 60
nuclear encoded proteins, each of these 13 protein‐coding genes encode for
proteins that form the five enzyme complexes required for OXPHOS (48).
In contrast to nDNA, mtDNA is only maternally inherited and does not
contain any introns. In addition, nDNA is packed around histones, whereas mtDNA
is clustered in protein‐DNA complexes that are called nucleoids. The main
constituent of nucleoids is the mitochondrial transcription factor A (TFAM) (29).
TFAM is, besides its function as transcriptional regulator, thought to be involved
in histone‐like functions such as packaging and organization of the protein‐mtDNA
complex (49, 50). Other important factors that are associated with nucleoids
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include the mitochondrial DNA polymerase γ (POLG), the mitochondrial DNA
helicase Twinkle and the mitochondrial single‐stranded DNA binding protein
(mtSSB) (51, 52).
Table 1: Difference between nuclear and mitochondrial DNA
Nuclear DNA
Mitochondrial DNA
9
Size (in bp)
~3 x 10
16,569
Shape
Linear double helix
Circular double helix
Inheritance
Both parents
Maternal
Organelles/cell
1
~10‐50,000
Copies/organelle
2
1‐10
# of genes
~20,000‐25,000
37 (13 protein‐coding)
Gene density
~1 in 40,000 bp
1 in 450 bp
Introns
Found in almost every gene
Absent
% coding DNA
~3%
~93%
Histones
Associated with the DNA
Not associated with the DNA
CpG islands
24,000‐27,000
None
CpG density
1% (CpG underrepresention:
2.6% (CpG
21% of the expected
underrepresentation:
frequency)
63% of the expected frequency)
Methylation
3‐4% all Cs, ~70‐80% of all
Increasingly acknowledged
CpGs
Hydroxymethylation
0.03‐0.69% of all Cs
Increasingly acknowledged

In contrast to histone modifications, there are indications that epigenetic
regulation by DNA modifications such as DNA methylation and
hydroxymethylation can potentially occur in the mtDNA. Indeed, already more
than 40 years ago, in the early 1970s, the first evidence arose for mitochondrial
DNMT activity (53, 54) and 5‐mC DNA methylation being present in the mtDNA of
different species, albeit at much lower levels than in the nucleus (55, 56).
Interestingly, the observed activity of the mitochondrial DNMT was only 1/5th of
its nuclear counterpart (53). These early studies found 5mC levels ranging
between 0.06‐0.6% (or, when assuming only CpG methylation to occur, 2‐8.4%)
(55‐58). At that time, many researchers could not confirm these findings (59‐61).
Therefore, it was unclear whether these observations were merely artefacts, for
example, arising from the incomplete separation of the mitochondria from the
nucleus, or that mitochondria just like the nucleus have their own epigenetic
regulation.
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Figure 2. Mitochondrial DNA
(mtDNA). The human mtDNA is
a 16,569 bp circular DNA,
containing a heavy (H, outer
ring) and light (L, inner ring)
strand. The genes encoded from
the L‐strand are written inside
the circular DNA, whereas genes
encoded from the H‐strand are
written on the outside. The
protein‐coding genes encode for
the complexes required for
oxidative
phosphorylation
(Complex I: orange, complex III:
purple, complex IV: pink,
complex V: yellow). The D‐loop
region contains the promoters
for the L‐ and H‐strand (LSP,
HSP1, HSP2) and the origin of
replication of the H‐strand (OH).

A few years ago, the discussion was renewed by the detection of both
5mC and 5hmC in mtDNA, but more importantly, the finding of a DNMT1
transcript with an alternative start site directly upstream of the most common
translational start site (62). This newly discovered DNMT1 transcript (mtDNMT1)
contained a mitochondrial targeting sequence directly upstream of the normal
DNMT1 start site. From then on, the renewed interest into mitochondrial
epigenetics led to the publication of many more articles focusing not only on its
existence, but also on different aspects such as the presence in the mitochondria
of other epigenetic enzymes and factors that could have been correlated with the
presence of mitochondrial epigenetics. However, the functionality of this extra
epigenetic layer remains to be discovered.
How exactly ROS would modify the nuclear or mitochondrial epigenetic
landscape remains unclear. Nevertheless, several hypothesis have been
postulated, either suggesting a direct action of ROS on the DNA/epigenetic
enzymes that modifies the epigenetic landscape (63) or an indirect action of ROS
that changes epigenetic enzyme activity via a change in metabolism, and as such
epigenetic enzyme co‐factor availability (64).
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Scope of the thesis
This thesis describes the role of ROS in health and disease, especially looking at
the involvement of epigenetics herein, and with a main focus on cancer.
Oxidative
stress

Part 2

Epigenetics

Cancer
Accumulation of DNA mutations, i.e. to the DNA sequence itself, or epigenetic
mutations (epimutations), i.e. to the heritable layer of gene regulation on top of
the DNA sequence, can contribute to ageing and diseases, including cancer (7, 8).
ROS seems to play a dual role during carcinogenesis. In healthy cells, ROS
can be pro‐tumorigenic, as they can induce DNA mutations and activate pro‐
oncogenic signaling pathways (21‐23). Interestingly, cancer cells show elevated
ROS levels, but they try to restore their redox balance by increasing their
antioxidant capacity. Implying that even for cancer cells, too high levels of ROS are
detrimental.
Part 1 – ROS as therapeutic target in cancer: Chapter 2 – 6
In Chapter 2 to 6, we explored the possibility to use modulation of ROS levels as
chemopreventive or therapeutic target in (ovarian) cancer (Fig. 3).
N4Py

Cell death threshold
ROS levels

Nrf2

Carcinogenesis
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Figure 3. Modulation of ROS levels as therapeutic target in cancer (see previous page).
During carcinogenesis, cells gain (metabolic) changes that result in increased ROS
production. Increased ROS levels favor cell proliferation, and as such are beneficial for
cancer progression. However, excessive ROS production would result in cell death.
Therefore, cancer cells acquire adaptations, among which constitutive activation of Nrf2,
which keep ROS levels beyond the cell death threshold. Based on the intrinsic difference in
baseline ROS levels between cancer and normal cells, therapies that induce ROS levels,
such as inhibition of Nrf2 or the use of the transition metal catalyst N4Py, can create a
therapeutic window in which cancer cells are preferentially eradicated.

In Chapter 2, we make use of the fact that cancer cells harbor higher
baseline levels of ROS compared to normal cells. By increasing the intracellular
ROS levels using N4Py, a transition metal catalyst that can convert primary ROS
into highly reactive secondary ROS (65), we were wondering whether this could
create a therapeutic window in which cancer cells compared to normal cells are
preferentially affected. Subsequently, in Chapter 3, we looked into the effect of
different metals on the N4Py molecule. It was hypothesized that by using different
metals in the N4Py complex, the basic properties of the molecule could be
modulated and possibly further improved. In Chapter 4 we determined the
relationship between the mode of transport, localization and biological activity of
the N4Py molecule. By fusing different fluorophores to the N4Py molecule, we
intended to change its intracellular behavior. Moreover, the fluorophore
conjugation enables the visualization of the molecule. As such, we expected to
gain greater insights into the intracellular dynamics and localization‐biological
effect relationship. This information would be useful to better understand the
mechanism of action in cells, and to better predict how other modifications of the
molecule would change the intracellular behavior of the molecule. In the end, this
information may allow further improvements of the anticancer effect of BLM
mimics.
In Chapter 5 and 6, we focus on the transcription factor Nrf2. Nrf2 is the
master regulator of antioxidant and cytoprotective responses. In healthy cells, this
pathway is activated upon exposure to ROS, and thereby minimizes the damage,
including cancer‐causing DNA mutations, induced by ROS. Cancer cells can hijack
this pathway, resulting in constitutive activation, in order to restore their redox
balance. Moreover, resistance to chemotherapy and radiation is often associated
with increased expression of Nrf2 (66‐69). Therefore, we explore the
chemopreventive and therapeutic potential of Nrf2 in ovarian carcinogenesis.
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Part 2 – Crosstalk between ROS and epigenetics: Chapter 7 – 10
A stitch in time saves nine! In order to enable better cancer prevention, it is
important to understand how cancer cells arise. Epimutations are known to
contribute to carcinogenesis, but up to now, the majority of epimutations remain
unexplained. However, we do know that genetic mutations in epigenetic
regulators can explain some of the genome‐wide epigenetic changes in cancer
(71). ROS can directly induce genetic mutations, but interestingly, it has also been
shown to indirectly induce epimutations (44). In Chapter 7 to 11 we were
interested whether and how ROS can have an effect on the epigenetic landscape,
and as such can have intracellular signaling properties. More specifically, Chapter
7 and 8 focus on the nuclear epigenetic landscape, whereas Chapter 9 and 10
focus on the mitochondrial epigenetic landscape. As a consequence of the
intracellular signaling properties of ROS, disturbed ROS production could have an
effect on acquiring disturbed epigenetic regulation, which in its turn could result
in the predisposition to cancer.
In Chapter 7, we took a closer look into the DNA methyltransferases.
These epigenetic enzymes are involved in DNA methylation. However, in vitro
evidence suggests these enzymes might also play a role in active DNA
demethylation when specific environmental conditions are met, among which
high ROS levels. Here, we hypothesize how these specific environmental
conditions can be met in the chromatin micro‐environment.
Besides having a local effect within the proximity where it is produced
(Chapter 7), ROS can also act as signaling molecule. As mitochondria are one of
the main sources of ROS within the cell, we focused in Chapter 8 on the
communication between mitochondria and nucleus via mitochondrial ROS
molecules having an effect on the epigenetic landscape in the nucleus.
Interestingly, mitochondrial ROS by themselves might be regulated by
(mitochondrial) epigenetics. In Chapter 9, recent evidence for the existence and
functionality of mitochondrial epigenetics are discussed. Moreover, we propose
how mitochondrial epigenetics might be regulated. As recent evidence (Chapter
9) provides reason to believe mitochondrial DNA methylation has an important
function and can contribute to many (mitochondrial) diseases, including cancer
and diabetes, we aimed to reveal its function in Chapter 10.
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Part 3 – The local epigenetic environment as therapeutic target in cancer:
Chapter 11 – 12
One of the prominent epigenetic alterations in cancer cells, is the locus‐specific
DNA hypermethylation, mainly in CpG islands near gene promoters (41). This
alteration can, via the inactivation of tumor suppressor genes, contribute to
cancer development.
In the treatment of blood cancers, several drugs are used that target the
epigenetic landscape, including the DNA methylation inhibitors (DNMTi) such as
Decitabin (5‐aza‐deoxycytosine), and the histone deacetylase inhibitors (HDACi)
such as Voriniostat (Suberoylanilide Hydroxamic Acid, SAHA) (70). However, as the
currently approved epigenetic drugs are non‐selective/target the epigenetic
landscape genome‐wide, they have many side‐effects. Therefore, there is a great
need for epigenetic therapies that are more selective/gene‐targeted.
In Chapter 11 and 12 we take a closer look into several aberrantly
hypermethylated putative tumor suppressor genes (TSGs) in cervical cancer
(C13ORF18, CCNA1, TFPI2, Maspin and EPB41L3). Different strategies are pursued
and compared with the ultimate goal to permanently re‐express these
hypermethylated genes: (1) Transcriptional activators (VP64); (2) Epigenetic
Editing using the DNA hydroxymethyltransferase TET2 compared to base excision
repair by the enzyme TDG; (3) Epigenetic drugs (DNMTi, HDACi). By doing so, we
could reveal which genes possess a tumor suppressive function in cervical cancer,
and therefore, can be interesting targets for permanent re‐expression.
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